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"The Loom is the Oldest Digital Machine"
Interview with Dr. Ellen Harlizius-Klück on the project "Weaving Codes – Coding Weaves"
At which historical and theoretical point are the practices of weaving and programming
connected? What insights can be gained in bringing these practices together? How do digital
technologies influence our ways of making? Ellen Harlizius-Klück and Alex McLean pursue
these questions in their project Weaving Codes - Coding Weaves by examining patterns from
the perspective of weaving and music, and by developing a code language that can describe
the construction of fabric and pattern. This approach intends to illustrate that arts and
humanities can play a leading part in our understanding of the past and the development of
new digital approaches. In this context, the ancient loom is taken as a digital machine that
provides the first concepts of a dyadic arithmetic and logic.
We asked Dr. Ellen Harlizius-Klück about her projects funded by the Gerda Henkel
Foundation and the Arts & Humanities Research Council.

Dr. Ellen Harlizius-Klück, Fellow of the Gerda Henkel Foundation
Image: Dr. Harlizius-Klück
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"This punch card control came from weaving"
L.I.S.A.: Ms Harlizius-Klück, you deal with a very interesting comparison: the arts of
weaving and programming. Wie kamen Sie zu diesem Thema? How did you get the idea to
bring weaving and coding together?
Dr. Harlizius-Klück: When I was studying mathematics in the late seventies at the
University of Siegen, there was the unusual opportunity to attend a seminar on Euclid’s
Elements. This book, written about 350 BCE, established axiomatic geometry and introduced
rigorous proofs into mathematics. Sadly, I had to present the parts on dyadic arithmetic to my
student colleagues – a mathematically less demanding topic that made no sense to me. It
turned out that this bivalent number theory, which classifies numbers as odd or even,
historically was the basis for the construction of the whole theory. Plato, in his dialogue on
the Statesman, discriminates this dyadic arithmetic as pure science from applied forms of
knowledge. But historians have problems to explain where the idea of odd- or evenness
originates.
I knew the term ‘dyadic arithmetic’ from the dual number theory of Leibniz, and dual
numbers are indeed at the core of the digital principle our computers use to calculate. In order
to make them do this, thus to program them, in the seventies we still had to punch cards and
deliver the well sorted card deck to the operator. I knew that these punched cards came from
weaving. Strange to say, just in the aforementioned dialogue of Plato the art or science
(techne) that the statesman ha to master is explained by the paradigm of weaving. The young
interlocutor in the dialogue in fact is weak in mathematics. I suspected then that there might
have been a connection between dyadic numbers and weaving already in antiquity.

The loom with a weave-reconstruction in the Museum for Casts of Classical Sculptures in Munich on the
occasion of the exhibition „Penelope, reconstructed“.
Image: Museum for Casts of Classical Sculptures, Munich
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"Prime numbers are very important for weaving"
L.I.S.A.: When was weaving invented? Did the development of mathematics play a role here?
Dr. Harlizius-Klück: No one can say when weaving was invented. Both, textiles and
weaving equipment made of wood decay easily. Only since times where clay or metal was in
use, archaeologists have a chance to find clues in form of imprints or Loom weights. The
currently oldest textile find comes from Turkey and is about 9,000 years old. Therefore in
ancient Greece, the craft of weaving is already very well developed and it is possible to
produce complex fabric and patterns, especially when you have mastered the arithmetic,
which is provided by Euclid's book. Prime numbers are very important for weaving because,
for example, you cannot weave any full pattern repeat when the total thread count of the
fabric is a prime number. The even-odd difference is fundamental both for the basic structure
of each weave as well as for many patterns. This is the case when interference patterns like
the meander are to be generated, as I have shown in the course of my investigations. That
mathematics played a role for the development of weaving, we have to deny because of the
age of the weaving. The question is rather whether weaving may have played a role in the
development of mathematics.

Fabric with meander pattern from a funeral plate of Exekias, ca 540.530 BCE, on the right:
Reconstruction by Ellen Harlizius-Klück.

"The dualistic structure of a weave is important"
L.I.S.A.: What patterns have you found so far? How do they look? Which ones are similar?
Dr. Harlizius-Klück: There is not much to tell about the actual pattern; there are simply too
little textile finds from Greece. What we see on vase paintings is extremely diverse, but often
difficult to interpret. Whether a pattern is woven, embroidered or crocheted, or simply is only
printed on the fabric – even after careful iconographic analysis we gain little information. I
made examples of such pattern reconstructions in order to find out about the inner logic and
complexity of the patterns. But for the fundamental logic of weaving that's not the point. It is
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the strict dualistic structure of a fabric that is important: the grid of warp and weft, the fact
that when weaving you only have to decide in each case whether the respective warp thread is
raised or not. That's all there is to know. This makes the loom to the oldest digital machine
and therefore this information can be stored as a hole in a card.

The technology and arithmetic behind the meander pattern of Exekias.
Image: Dr. Harlizius-Klück

"The digital is not an invention of modernity"
LISA: What insights can be gained when you bring together these practices?
Dr. Harlizius-Klück: The most important insight is perhaps that the digital is not an
invention of modernity, but a very old idea that runs through the history of culture and
science. When looking for ancient passages for my hypothesis, I noticed that weaving because
of its dualistic and countable structure often served to explain how discrete elements or atoms
are organized into wholes that are more than the sum of its parts. We find such descriptions
for example in the works of Leucippus, Democritus and Lucretius. Even today physics falls
back on textile comparisons where it is not possible to describe the interaction of particles
with mathematical models. Einstein spoke of the "tapestry of space and time", but you can
also name the strings of physicists here, which, similar to each thread with its twist, have a
turn or a spin to the right or left.
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Front and reverse of the weave demonstrate the two fundamental principles of antiquity: polarity and
analogy.
Image: Dr. Harlizius-Klück

"Differences of making craft or code."
L.I.S.A.: How do digital technologies influence our ways of making? And vice versa: Can
programmers benefit from weavers?
Dr. Harlizius-Klück: These are precisely the questions that I pursue in the new project
"Weaving codes - Coding Weaves" together with computer scientist Alex McLean and game
designer David Griffiths. For the case of weaving it is clear today that technology has a much
deeper influence on our fashion design than ever before. Also the perception of craftsmanship
has changed a lot. When in 2009 I did my research work for five months in a museum
exhibition and worked on a warp weighted loom, the reactions of the visitors were very
different. A great many felt sorry for me and praised our advanced times where this is done
cheaply by machines. When I told them that I could make fabric on this loom, which could
not be produced by a modern loom, they doubted that what I did was possible in antiquity at
all.
But this is a general estimation of technology and not limited to digital ones. In the "Weaving
codes - Coding Weaves" project we want to develop a code language that allows describing
and simulating fabrics I am able to produce on such a warp weighted loom. With this code
language we hope to have a possibility to introduce into computer programming in a very
simple way. Alex McLean has already gained experience with courses for primary school
children, in which programming is introduced parallel to weaving, which has the advantage
that abstract dualisms are underpinned by tactile and motoric impulses. Weaving must be
done with both hands and in alternating directions, in order to come forward. The translation
into code or programming language requires a transition to the linearity of logic. By
comparison, the differences and similarities of making craft or code will become aware. This
is what matters to us.
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Meander weave as gibber script by Alex McLean (on the right)
Image: Dr. Harlizius-Klück

"Data does not organize itself"
L.I.S.A.: In your study, you contribute to a new branch of science within the humanities: to
the so-called Digital Humanities. Do you agree with that? Where is the focus for you? More
digital or more Humanities?
Dr. Harlizius-Klück: What the Digital Humanities features, is rather the digital processing
and representation of data. The concept of the digital itself is just as little explored as manual
aspects of programming, which always include the question of how data is classified.
"Digital" has, strangely enough, the meaning of “objective” against "analog", "hermeneutic",
or "interpretative". On the Herrenhausener Conference in December 2013 was as predicted
the end of theory or hypothesis-based research and Lev Manovich advised: "Do not start with
research questions! Look at the data instead." This I think is a dangerous misconception. The
success of the CERN in discovering Higgs boson can teach us something quite different. In an
article in DIE ZEIT of 2011, the Speaker of the detector team explained that out of 40 million
data delivered by the LHC only 200 "interesting results" were used for evaluation. This makes
0.005 per thousand! And when is a result interesting? If it fits a previously formulated model
or a hypothesis. Physicists are safe to ignore 99.9995, or rounded 100 per cent of their data
due to a hypothesis. Data does not organize itself.
Our project "Weaving codes - Coding Weaves" is sponsored by the Arts & Humanities
Research Council as part of a program of digitization in the human sciences. Nevertheless, we
do not quite fit into the definition of digital humanities, as it is applied at the Herrenhausener
Conference. Our goal is to bring humanities and computer science research together so that
both transform and we better understand the possibilities and limits of cooperation. Whether
the focus here is more on digital or humanities? I would say: Only when the threads come
from contrary directions and have equal share in the weave, it will result in a
wearable/bearable whole.
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The starting border for the reconstruction of the fabric on the skyphos from Chiusi with winged figures.
Image: Dr. Harlizius-Klück

Dr. Ellen Harlizius-Klück answered the questions of the L.I.S.A. editorial office in writing.
For their research project, Alex McLean and Kia NG (Leeds University) as Principal and CoInverstigators, and Ellen Harlizius-Klück (Centre for Textile Research, Univeristät
Copenhagen / Leibniz Universität Hannover) as International Co-Investigator received the
Digital Transformations Amplification Award of the Arts and Humanities Research Council
(UK) for projects that expand the potential of digital technologies to transform research in the
arts and humanities.
Related Links
www.harlizius-klueck.de
www.saumweberei.de
http://www.kairotic.org
Translation: Ellen Harlizius-Klück
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